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Thermodynamic limit for synthesis of metastable
inorganic materials
Muratahan Aykol,1* Shyam S. Dwaraknath,1 Wenhao Sun,2 Kristin A. Persson1,3†

Realizing the growing number of possible or hypothesized metastable crystalline materials is extremely chal-
lenging. There is no rigorous metric to identify which compounds can or cannot be synthesized. We present a
thermodynamic upper limit on the energy scale, above which the laboratory synthesis of a polymorph is highly
unlikely. The limit is defined on the basis of the amorphous state, and we validate its utility by effectively classify-
ing more than 700 polymorphs in 41 common inorganic material systems in the Materials Project for synthesiz-
ability. The amorphous limit is highly chemistry-dependent and is found to be in complete agreement with our
knowledge of existing polymorphs in these 41 systems, whether made by the nature or in a laboratory. Quantify-
ing the limits of metastability for realizable compounds, the approach is expected to find major applications in
materials discovery.
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INTRODUCTION
Metastable materials, from hardened alloys to polymorphs of titania,
silica, or alumina to carbon, can be obtained using a variety of tech-
niques including rapid cooling, physical or chemical deposition, soft
chemical or combinatorial synthesis, compression, and mechanical
attrition (1–8). Discovery of these novel metastable materials for target
applications has become one of the main pillars in advancing technol-
ogies (9–11), which has been revolutionized by high-throughput density
functional theory (DFT) and thematerial databases that emergedwith it
(9, 12–14). The biggest challenge in this accelerated materials design
paradigm is the lack of the capability to predict the synthesizability of
materials (15, 16).

Prediction of synthesis pathways for a computer-designed material
is a formidable task, if not impossible, because it requires computation
of enthalpy and entropy functions and barriers to phase transforma-
tions between all competing phases under conditions pertaining to a
chosen synthesis technique. Researchers instead use heuristic limits,
chemical intuition, or rules of thumb to estimate the likelihood for suc-
cessful synthesis ofmaterials. Ab initiomethods can be used to calculate
the convex hull of a chemical space, which allows us to gauge the energy
difference between the candidate compound and the ground-state
phase(s). Large differences tend to correlate with increasing difficulty
to realize and retain the candidate material. For example, a reasonable
multiple of room temperature kBT (~25, 50, or up to 100 meV/atom) is
usually cited as a soft criterion for synthesizability (11, 13, 16–18), with
fair but crude presumptions including, for example, that such values are
comparable to the magnitude of possible entropic contributions to free
energy at finite temperatures. These numbers are often chosen conserv-
atively, that is, they are low enough to justify the likelihood that those
materials can be made. However, a recent analysis (16) in a curated set
of ~30,000 inorganic materials obtained from the Materials Project (9)
showed that the energy distance to the ground state at the 90th per-
centile of previously synthesized metastable polymorphs has consider-
able variation among different material classes such as oxides, nitrides,
and others, with values ranging from ~0.05 to ~0.2 eV/atom.
To establish a fundamental energy limit for synthesizability, we draw
inspiration from the process of synthesis itself, where precursors are
decomposed to form new bonds and subsequently a new crystal struc-
ture. In this process, the free energy landscape provides a thermody-
namic driving force, balanced by kinetic limitations depending on
thermodynamic conditions, such as temperature, pressure, or other
thermodynamic handles. If these conditions (for example, high tem-
perature) can break the bonds (a prerequisite of synthesis), then an
amorphous state can always be kinetically accessed as it represents a first
“melt” of the precursors. Any crystalline polymorph will have to com-
pete—both kinetically and thermodynamically—with a variety of non-
crystalline states, represented, for simplicity, by the term amorphous.
Here, we introduce the amorphous limit—a system-specific energetic
upper bound for synthesizability of metastable crystalline polymorphs
that can be calculated using ab initio methods—and demonstrate its
application in a wide range of inorganic polymorphic systems.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We hypothesize that if the enthalpy of a crystalline phase at T = 0 K
is higher than that of an amorphous phase at the same composition,
then that compound cannot be synthesized at any finite temperature,
if all other conditions are kept constant. The thermodynamic argument
behind this hypothesis is that the rate of Gibbs free energy decrease of a
material with temperature at constant pressure is proportional to its en-
tropy [(∂G/∂T)p = − S]. Because the entropy of the amorphous phase, as
derived from the liquid, is almost invariably larger than that of a
corresponding crystalline phase (19–22), the rate of decrease in G with
T is the highest for the amorphous phase (and its extension to the super-
cooled liquid) among condensed phases. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a
material with a higher zero-temperature free energy than the amor-
phous phase, such as polymorph A, cannot close this gap at finite tem-
peratures and constant pressure. Because a phase transformation is only
possible from a higher to a lower free energy, polymorph A cannot be
stabilized via temperature control, for example,with aheat-anneal-quench
route, or via crystallization from a precursor phase on this G-T domain.
Conversely, polymorphs B andC, which have lower free energies than the
amorphous phase at T = 0 K, have the thermodynamic requisites for syn-
thesiswithin theG-Tdomain.Thesepolymorphs canbe accessed fromthe
liquid/amorphous phase (polymorph B or C) or another crystal (poly-
morph C).
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Temperature and pressure are naturally the most common ther-
modynamic handles pertaining to synthesis, but other handles such
as electrochemical or mechanical forces or chemical potential can
also play a role, for example, in deposition, ion exchange, irradiation,
ion bombardment, or mechanical alloying, which may provide access
to high-energy polymorphs.When these handles are released after syn-
thesis, if such a polymorph has a higher free energy than the amorphous
form inG-T (analogous to polymorph A in Fig. 1), and if crystallization
kinetics are too slow for transformation to a lower energy crystal, then
amorphization often occurs spontaneously or catastrophically (23–26).
Underlying mechanisms include heterogeneous nucleation of an
amorphous phase at ubiquitous two-dimensional defects, like grain
boundaries, and mechanical instability of the crystal, in analogy with
why non-negligible superheating of a crystal is rare (23, 25). On the
basis of ample experimental evidence on the crystal-to-amorphous
transformation, combinedwith suchmechanisms, Johnson (23) pointed
out that a metastable crystalline solid energetically less stable than the
amorphous phase cannot survive.

Therefore, approaching zero temperature, one reaches an amor-
phous limit on the energy scale that can be used to establish a necessary
condition for the synthesis and subsequent stabilization of polymorphs
at finite temperatures, at a constant pressure. This limit can be estimated
by sampling amorphous microstates approaching zero temperature,
that is, by mapping out the potential energy landscape (PEL) of the
amorphous system (27, 28). Laboratory time scales may allow systems
to explore enough microstates to find the low-energy configurations
that dominate at low temperatures, before the amorphous phase gets
trapped in one (29). However, because of drastically shorter time scales
in computations and limited sampling of low-lying basins by the fluc-
tuations in local energy minima in high-temperature simulations of li-
quids (28, 30), simulationswill unequivocally overestimate the energy of
the amorphous phase approaching zero temperature. We can therefore
adopt a practical definition for the amorphous limit as “the lowest
Aykol et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaaq0148 20 April 2018
energy among all ab initio sampled configurations.” Hence, the limit
is fail-safe in a “variational” sense, that is, it can only decrease as we
sample more configurations. By construction, it self-avoids false nega-
tives, that is, it cannot classify any synthesizable material as nonsynthe-
sizable, regardless of computational limitations in sampling. Although
the limit is a function of pressure, and hence holds for any fixed finite
pressure, we demonstrate its utility near zero pressure, which covers
most synthesis conditions (low/ambient pressures) and is consistent
with the energetics of crystalline materials obtained via typical high-
throughput computations, such as in the Materials Project, allowing
comparisons to polymorphs therein.

To test our hypothesis, we identified a set of 41 technologically im-
portant material systems from semiconductors to dielectrics, with a
focus onwell-studied oxide chemistries, elemental C and Si, and impor-
tant compounds from other metal-anion chemistries such as nitrides.
We approximate the energetics of corresponding amorphous states using
a fully ab initio procedure commonly used in literature. Figure 2A shows
the calculated energies of these amorphous structures and the cor-
responding crystalline polymorphs in the Materials Project, relative to
the ground state. These polymorphs include all respective entries in
the Materials Project database (9) and therefore nearly all ordered
structures available in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD)
(31) (which is composed mostly, but not exclusively, of experimental re-
ports of synthesized materials) and hypothetical (non-ICSD) structures
already existing in the database (such as those from high-throughput
prototyping or ordering of disordered ICSD structures). In the
corresponding probability distribution functions (PDFs) in Fig. 2B, the
energies of crystalline polymorphs show a heavy-tailed negative expo-
nential distribution similar to the trend observed by Sun et al. (16). On
the other hand, amorphous materials show a broad PDF with a major
peak near ~0.25 eV/atom, but with a strong positive skew toward lower
energies. There is a significant overlap between the lower-energy tail of
PDFs of amorphousmaterials and the PDF of crystals, including those in
the ICSD. This overlap reveals a critical point that is frequently over-
looked inmaterials discovery: Amorphous phases are, for some chemical
systems, highly thermodynamically competitive.

For each chemical system in Fig. 2A, the amorphous limit (table S1)
splits the energy scale into two halves. Although many crystalline poly-
morphs are below their respective amorphous limit, a significant num-
ber of them (>150) are above it, and whether these are synthesized
materials or not presents a rigorous test case for our hypothesis. There-
fore, we carefully looked at the sources and references of the structures
of these polymorphs above the amorphous limits and found that—
without any exceptions—they fall under at least one of these categories:
(i) hypothetical structure with no ICSD entry (for example, from pro-
totyping), (ii) hypothetical structure listed in the ICSD (for example,
zeolites), (iii) high-pressure structure listed in the ICSD, and (iv) erro-
neous ICSD entry or magnetic ordering (Supplementary Text). That is,
within this set of 41 material systems, and more than 700 polymorphs,
the amorphous limit resulted in zero false negatives when classifying
experimentally known polymorphs as within the limit of synthesizabil-
ity and has proven to be an accurate metric for quantifying accessible
metastability.

We observe that the amorphous limits show strong chemical sensi-
tivity. In the broadly explored class of metal oxides, the limits range
from ~0.05 to ~0.5 eV/atom in Fig. 2A. Near the lower end of the scale
are the glass- and network-forming oxides B2O3, SiO2, and V2O5.
Glassy B2O3 is known for its inability to thermally crystallize under
ambient pressure (32), in agreement with its low amorphous limit. A
Fig. 1. A schematic Gibbs free energy (G) versus temperature (T) diagram
typically used to explain polymorphic systems (52). Free energies of three
crystalline polymorphic phases (A, B, and C) and the amorphous phase are shown
relative to the ground-state crystal. Although a deviation from the projection of
liquid free energies to lower temperatures is expected, the amorphous phase is
depicted as a continuation of the liquid phase as often assumed. At T = 0 K, G ≈ E
(internal energy), as pressure-volume contributions to enthalpy are negligible
near ambient pressure for condensed phases.
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pronounced compositional dependence for the amorphous limit is
observed among several oxides, for example, of Sn, Co, Ti, V, and W.
The limits change significantly acrossmaterial classes, for example, in B,
Si, and Ta oxides versus nitrides, in Zn oxide versus sulfide, and among
the four Ga chemical systems. Nitrides, which form metastable poly-
morphs in amuchwider energywindow compared to other chemistries
(16), are consistently found to have high amorphous limits. Besides ni-
trides, C and Si are examples where a strong preference for covalently
bonded structures leads to a high limit. Bucky-ball C60, for instance, a
famous carbon allotrope, which is a molecular conformation that is
above the ground-state graphite by almost half an electron volt per car-
bon atom (33), is within the amorphous limit.

The amorphous limits are controlled by a complex interplay be-
tween the character of the chemical bonding and its flexibility to con-
form to the packing in the amorphous phase. In accordance with the
conventional understanding of glasses (34), radial and bond-angle
distribution functions (figs. S1 to S42 and S43 to S83, respectively) hint
that amorphous phases exhibiting rigid polyhedral units (sharper radial
and angular distributions within units) consisted of smaller cations at
the center and, with flexible polyhedral connections (for example,
broader angular distributions for metal-anion-metal triplets), tend
toward lower energies and hence provide lower amorphous limits, as
in oxide systems like B2O3, SiO2, and V2O5.When the bonds are strong
but lack the flexibility to conform to an efficient three-dimensional
packing, the amorphous limits tend to increase significantly, as inmany
nitride systems, where these bonds can lock in very high energy meta-
stable structures (16). However, there is still no universal description for
the energetics of the amorphous materials beyond these observations.
The ability to quantify these limits by ab initio methods paves the way
Aykol et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaaq0148 20 April 2018
for exploring the practical ranges of synthesizable metastability in in-
organic materials without any a priori knowledge of the particular
chemistry and the underlying complexity.

From a materials design perspective, successful synthesis is a major
bottleneck for realizing new technological applications; hence, de-
termining which novel functional materials are synthesizable or not is
of vital importance. The amorphous limit shows remarkable accuracy
and chemical sensitivity and iswell positioned to replace and significantly
improvewidely usedheuristic limits in joint experimental-computational
materials discovery studies (11, 13, 16–18). Using rules of thumb or
heuristic limits imposes arbitrary limitations, and a significant number
of potentially useful, synthesizable materials may be discarded based
on a low arbitrary limit, or vice versa. For example, a heuristic limit of
0.1 eV/atom for B2O3would yieldmany false positives, whereas the same
filter for BNwould yieldmany false negatives. In Fig. 3, we show that in a
target polymorph search in the systems studied in Fig. 2, heuristic limits
such as 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1 eV/atomwould, on average, exclude approx-
imately 63, 39, and 26% of known synthesized polymorphs per system,
whereas the corresponding amorphous limits exclude none. Although
increasing the heuristic limit enables the capture of more synthesizable
materials and the reduction of the number of “false negatives,” it would
also inevitably enlarge thenumber of “false positives.”This lattermetric is
difficult to quantify because it is extremely challenging to experimentally
exhaust every possiblemeans of synthesis to label a hypothetical material
as a true false positive. Nevertheless, given the available data, which in-
dicate that the amorphous limit accurately labels materials above it as
“unsynthesizable,”we expect that any excess energywindow introduced
by a heuristic limit above the corresponding chemically sensitive amor-
phous limits will exclusively result in false positives. As shown in Fig. 3,
A B

Fig. 2. Assessing the crystalline synthesizability in 41 material systems in the “stability skyline” defined by the amorphous limits. (A) Energies of inorganic
amorphous materials (horizontal bars, amorphous limits in bold) are compared to the crystalline polymorphs available in the Materials Project. Synthesizability ranges
defined by the amorphous limits are shaded in gray. Circles and triangles correspond to polymorphs with and without existing ICSD entries, respectively. A circle is
open if the ICSD-acquired polymorph is above the amorphous limit and falls under at least one of the exception categories described in the text. (B) Corresponding
PDFs for ICSD (in blue) and non-ICSD (in red) crystalline polymorphs, compared to amorphous polymorphs (histogram). ICSD structures that have been associated with
“high-pressure” synthesis are further tagged with a solid black circle. Units of PDFs are atom per electron volt.
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the magnitude of the unsynthesizable energy range, which contains no
experimentally verifiedmaterials, increases quickly with the value of the
heuristic limit. For example, if a heuristic limit is increased to 0.35 eV/
atom to reach a sensitivity (capture rate of synthesized materials) of
~95%, then the upper ~0.15 eV/atom of that limit will consist exclusive-
ly of unsynthesizable materials for systems with amorphous limits
smaller than the heuristic limit. Thus, it is not possible to find a single
heuristic limit that works well across the broad range of chemistries and
structures. On the other hand, the amorphous limit is system-specific
and consistently identifies the narrowest energy range for synthesizabil-
ity that is highly likely to exclude zero materials as false negatives.

Although the amorphous limit extends to energy ranges beyond
whatwe expect from intuition,we should emphasize that, for all systems
in Fig. 2A, the amorphous phase can be made, indicating that any crys-
talline polymorph below that limit can be accessed downhill on the free
energy scale; in other words, it can possibly be synthesized if proper ki-
netics and pathways are available. For example, even in the GaN system
with an amorphous limit exceeding half an electron volt in Fig. 2A,
two high-energy polymorphs close to the limit were observed in the
laboratory near ambient conditions (35, 36). Moreover, stishovite, a
high-pressure SiO2 polymorph, is known to exhibit spontaneous amor-
phization under decompression (24, 25) and is consistently found to be
above the amorphous limit of SiO2. Although we focused on bulk
materials here, in materials dominated by surface effects (for example,
in nanomaterials), the stability of the amorphous phase may increase
relative to the crystalline (26), implying that the “simpler-to-calculate”
bulk classification presented may hold in most cases. In general, how-
ever, one needs to ensure that the thermodynamic conditions under
which the polymorph exists and the calculation of the amorphous limit
are consistent. For example, the present analysis pertains to the stability
of bulk phases at low/near-ambient pressure; however, for stability un-
der high pressure or under conditions purely dominated by surface/
interface effects, one needs to compute the energies and amorphous
limits under the corresponding thermodynamic conditions.
Aykol et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaaq0148 20 April 2018
The accuracy in classifying synthesizability with the amorphous
limit depends on the error due to limited sampling of the PEL (27)
and how accurately DFT describes polymorph energetics. In Fig. 4,
we show that the sampling error of the amorphous limit decreases
with increasing sample size (also see fig. S84) and estimate the error
to be typically between ~15 and ~30 meV/atom for sample sizes as
small as five to eight configurations, consistent across different chem-
istries. Despite certain limitations, modern DFT is known to consistently
map inorganic energy landscapes, especially within the same chemistry,
with errors comparable to experiments (14, 37, 38). In general, the DFT
accuracy in the computed relative energies of polymorphs is expected to
be within ~24 meV/atom (Supplementary Text) (38). To further analyze
the possible effect of DFT errors on our methodology, we first identify
Gaussian distributions for random DFT errors that would still identify
the observed, correct ground-state structures for each polymorphic sys-
tem in Fig. 4 with 90% probability (fig. S86 and Supplementary Text).
Even when the condition is relaxed to finding the observed ground
state to within 5 to 10 meV/atom, we estimate the maximum permis-
sible levels of error for relative energies in such polymorphic systems
to be ~12 meV/atom or less, that is, smaller than the ~24 meV/atom
Hautier et al. (38) found for reactions. Second, we applied a statistical
test to approximate the probability that at least one experimentally
verified material is misclassified as unsynthesizable on the basis of
abovementioned uncertainties in the amorphous energies and the
DFT-calculated crystalline polymorphs, and we confirm that the
presented methodology provides statistically significant and suffi-
ciently accurate results for the classification of synthesizability for a
wide range of chemistries (fig. S87 and Supplementary Text).

Discovery and synthesis of functional metastable materials for
future innovation is an imperative but daunting task. For any poly-
morph, being within the “amorphous limit” is shown to be a necessary
condition for synthesizability because the pathways to polymorphs
above it are thermodynamically blocked on the G-T domain, but it is
not a sufficient condition because whether a realizable pathway would
 on M
ay 10, 2018

/

Fig. 3. Performance of constant heuristic limits in capturing synthesized meta-
stable materials (“sensitivity”) and excluding the “unsynthesizable ranges.” The
sensitivity is defined as the percentage of known synthesized materials in a sys-
tem that are within a given constant heuristic energy limit from the ground state.
Sensitivities of heuristic limits for individual systems are also plotted in the back-
ground (thin lines) as a guide for the eye. The unsynthesizable range is defined
for a system when a heuristic limit is greater than its amorphous limit, as the excess
energy range between these two limits, averaged over these systems at each
heuristic limit value.
Fig. 4. Amorphous limit sampling error as a function of sample size esti-
mated for four different systems. The values of amorphous limits are also given
in parentheses in electron volts per atom for comparison with the errors. The
error in the amorphous limit due to limited sampling is mostly independent of
the value of the amorphous limit. The error is “fail-safe” for materials discovery
applications because it is guaranteed to be in only one direction, that is, the ac-
tual amorphous limit can only be lower than the limit found by a sample size of n,
which prevents excluding potentially revolutionary functionality that is still
synthesizable. See Supplementary Text and fig. S84 for further details.
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successful synthesis, the lifetime of the resulting metastable polymorph
will be controlled by the kinetics. The amorphous limit completes a part
of this puzzle by identifying the subset of suggested (by experimentalists
or theorists) novel materials, which are potentially amenable to synthe-
sis and, most importantly, by ruling out those that are absolutely not.
We envision this approach to provide an important first step toward
bridging the gap between novelmaterials prediction and successful syn-
thesis, and toward accelerated materials discovery.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
Finding the amorphous limit requires exploring the PEL of the amor-
phous system to locate the low-lying basins. These atomic models of
amorphous structures can be generated using a variety of procedures
such as melt-quench routes and energy minimization techniques
(39, 40). We adopted a common PEL exploration strategy (28, 30)
where a certain number of independent configurations from the high-
temperature parent liquidwere selected and relaxed to their nearby local
minima. Our ab initio workflow for generating these amorphous
structures starts with constrained random packing of N atoms of the
given material in a cubic box using packmol (41) at a molar volume
20% larger than that of the ground-state crystal structure at the same
composition in the Materials Project database. N was chosen as the
smallest integer larger than 100 that could represent the composition
exactly. Starting with this configuration, we performed ab initio mo-
lecular dynamics (AIMD) simulationswith 5000 steps of equilibration
followed by a 5000-step production run for each material in an NVT
ensemble with a 2-fs time step. For eachmaterial, the AIMD tempera-
ture was selected to be in the range of 3000 to 5000 K, at least ~500 K
above the melting point to ensure rapid equilibration of the liquid.
Around five independent isochronal “snapshots” were selected from
the production stage of these AIMD runs and effectively quenched to
0 K by further conjugate gradient optimization of all geometrical
degrees of freedom (that is, resembling an extremely fast quench that
locks the structure in its basin) to relax the configurations to the local
minimumof the corresponding basin in the PEL andobtain the energies
of representative amorphous configurations. Generated atomic struc-
tures were further investigated in sections below and in the Supplemen-
taryMaterials to ensure that an amorphous configuration was achieved
for each case. Thisworkflow to generate amorphousmaterials withDFT
usedpymatgen (42), custodian (42), Fireworks (43), and atomate (42, 43)
and can be found at https://github.com/materialsproject/mpmorph.

Verification of amorphous structures
Development of a clearly defined short-range order and lack of crystal-
lization in amorphous structures were confirmed by calculating the par-
tial radial distribution and bond-angle distribution functions (figs. S1 to
S42 and S43 to S83, respectively, with corresponding details in Supple-
mentary Text) and can also be observed in their sample ball-stick
models provided (fig. S85). For Al2O3, we further compared the radial
distribution functions and bond lengths to the experimental data (44)
and verified that our procedure accurately captured the local structure
of the amorphous phases (Supplementary Text and fig. S1).

DFT calculations
All first-principles calculations (including AIMD and structure optimi-
zations) were performed using Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
Aykol et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaaq0148 20 April 2018
(VASP) (45, 46) and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (47) formulation
of generalized gradient approximation with projector-augmented wave
potentials (48, 49). AIMD simulationswere done using theG-point only
at the largest VASP-recommended default kinetic energy cutoff of con-
stituent elements. Structure optimization and static calculations of
snapshots from trajectories were done using the higher-accuracy DFT
settings of the Materials Project (9) for consistency with crystalline
materials therein. Structures are visualized using VESTA (50).

Statistical analysis
The sampling error in the amorphous limit as shown in Fig. 4 was
estimated by the expected value of the statistical distributions of
energies of independent amorphous configurations, obtained from
randomly choosing a subset of n configurations from larger populations
of amorphous configurations for each system. The population size (N)
of independent, ab initio generated amorphous structures is 50 for
Al2O3, 35 for GaN, 46 for V2O5, and 44 for ZnS. The statistical distri-
butions, which are shown in fig. S84, were obtained by repeating the
random sampling 103 times for each system. Statistical evaluation of
permissible random DFT errors in polymorphic systems and their
combined effect with the variance in amorphous energies on classifi-
cation accuracy of amorphous limit is available in the Supplementary
Materials.

Continuous PDFs of energies of crystalline polymorphs and amor-
phous structures in Fig. 2B (solid lines) were represented using a kernel
density estimation (KDE) with a bandwidth of 0.035 eV/atom. KDEs
were performed using the scikit-learn python package (51).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/4/eaaq0148/DC1
Supplementary Text
figs. S1 to S42. Radial distribution functions of amorphous configurations.
figs. S43 to S83. Bond-angle distribution functions of amorphous configurations.
fig. S84. Amorphous limit sampling probability.
fig. S85. Snapshots of atomic structures of amorphous materials.
fig. S86. Probability of finding the correct, observed ground states.
fig. S87. PDFs from aggregated uncertainties in the amorphous limit classification of crystalline
polymorphs.
table S1. The amorphous limits for the synthesizability of polymorphs.
database S1. Energies of amorphous configurations.
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